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Why Opera Matters
Presidential Address delivered on October 7th, 1991
by John Florance

My Lord Mayor, members of council, members of the society and guests:
My first pleasant task is to thank the Society for the honour they have bestowed in inviting me to be President for this, the
150th session of the Society. Compared with many, I am a very recent member, but I rejoice in its long history, and continued
existence. In its early days it helped found the institution in which we find ourselves this evening and the University up the
road. We've drawn in our horns since then; we no longer have such grandiose ambitions. But such ambition as we have
suffices to keep a steady membership entertained by and informed on a variety of topics throughout the winter months. Long
may the Society flourish - albeit in a sedate fashion.
I chose the title for tonight's address - Why Opera Matters several months ago, and it was about three weeks ago that I
desperately began casting about for some good reasons. And
it struck me that I'd devised a perhaps rather defensive title.
After all, if you bother to assert that opera does matter, it
implies that a significant number of people feel that it doesn't
matter. And this has always been the case. Right from the
start opera has been seen as a bastard form: the offspring of
a shot-gun alliance of music, words and drama. It's
significant that more than any other form of art it has
prompted practictioners and others to put pen to paper to
provide a rationale, an intellectual underpinning for it, as if
the thing itself can't implicitly express its own validity.
Wagner, for example, seemed unable to create his operas
without producing voluminous writings defining, justifying,
explaining and defending what he was up to.

You can actually sum up opera's singular quality in a
sentence. In opera, the composer is the dramatist. This idea
has been expressed in a multitude of ways by any number of
composers and commentators. It's a central idea in any
rationale for opera. But w]:iat exactly does it mean?
We can illustrate the idea by listening to the first few bars of
Britten's Peter Grimes. The words are more or less neutral.
They tell us nothing about the characters or how they regard
one another. They do little more than sketch out a situation.
The music, on the other hand, tells us everything. The
recent publication of Britten's letters has proved invaluable in
providing insights into Britten's creative methods in
composing Grimes. And his letters of 1943-5 bear out,
confirm, what we know from listening to the work - that he
was an instinctive music-dramatist. In March 194-3 be was
licking Montague Stater's libretto into shape, and be wrote to
Peter Pears: 'I can see clearly what kind of music I want to
write for it, and I am interested in the people and situations,
and interested in a musical way'. Interested in a musical way,
note. He can see how the drama can be unfolded through,
and created in, music.

Down the years there have been detractors aplenty. Virtually
every book on the subject tells us that Dr. Johnson called
opera 'an exotick and irrational entertainment'.
And
Alexander Pope in his great mock-heroic poem The Dunciad
portrays the spirit of the then fashionable Italian opera as a
mincing prostitute who scorns the muses. In more recent
times, opera, especially that presented at Covent Garden, has
been seen by some politicians and others as the epitome of
wasteful irrelevance: it's come to symbolize for some the
reasons why public money should not be wasted on anything
so absurd as funding for the arts.

To be an opera composer, then, you don't just set a libretto
to appropriate music. In a real opera the music eats up the
words. The words make the situation explicit; but it's the
music which creates the drama.
Now, everything follows from this, on one level, quite simple
idea. In opera music is the privileged expressive element and
so it's what music can uniquely do which makes music drama
unique amongst the arts. Let me give another example. In
spoken drama the narrative is unfolded in a relentlessly
sequential fashion. We listen to one character, then another
in tum. We are aware, if you like, of the thisness of the
moment. If characters start speaking over other characters
the result will be chaos. But, in the trios, quartets and
ensembles of opera a dramatic situation can be explored from
more than one point of view simultaneously. Moods, points
of view, conflicting ways of being are resolved into a
harmonious whole. In Act 3 of La Boheme, for example, we
see two pairs of characters: Marcello and Musetta, and Mimi
and Rudolpbo. The first pair are having a good old bamey a lover's tiff of comic proportions. Meanwhile, the others

Well, needless to say I don't agree. In one sense opera
matters for the reason that any and every sort of art matters.
And one of the reasons why art matters is because man seems
to have, always bas had, an unquenchable drive to express
himself through and in it: artistic creation is one of the
unstoppable drives of humanity. But to encompass that kind
of defence is beyond the scope of this occasion, and in any
case I don't want to bore you over-much!
Opera, as opposed to other arts, matters, if it matters at all,
because it communicates and expresses itself in unique ways.
It reaches the parts other arts can't reach. I'll spend the rest
of my time illustrating something of the uniqueness,
something of the expressive power of opera at its best.
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Music can express things which are quite inexpressible in
concept-based language. This is true of all great opera, but
is particularly true in the case of Wagner.

are singing a heartbreaking farewell to one another - it's a
split neither of them really wants. Comedy, pathos, tragedy
and sentiment all claim our responses at the same time and
are played off against each other. Or listen to what Victor
Hugo said when be was fmally induced to see Rigoletto, the
opera Verdi fashioned from bis La Roi s'Amuse. 'Ah, ifonly
I could make four of my characters speak at the same time
and have the audience grasp both words and sentiments, I
should achieve just such an effect as this! 'But of course the
nature of his chosen medium won't permit this. Opera can.

Opera is the most artificial, the most stylised and mediated
form of art yet developed. But this is not to say that it
simply offers a gorgeous escape from reality - which is often
bow opera is represented these days. It is because of opera's
highly developed expressive powers, its fusion of drama and
music (or rather its creation of drama in and by music) that
it is so profoundly challenging. Scbopenhauer describes
music's expressive power like this: •. • • music speaks not
of things but of pure weal and woe, which are the only
realities for the will: that is why it speaks so much to the
heart, while it bas nothing directly to say to the head'.
Scbopenhauer regarded true opera as an art form of the most
penetrating power. And his thought, as is well known, bad
a profound effect on Wagner. The philosopher made the
musician understand, or perhaps made him realise what
unconsciously he'd known all along, that in opera, music is
preeminent. Or, to put it another way, opera is dramatic to
the extent that the music makes it so: to come back to where
we started, music creates drama in opera. But it also follows
that because opera's drama is in the music it can't really
explain the world. What it gn do, to use Wittgenstein's
formulation, is 'describe and say human life is like thal'. Or
to push the point further, it can convince us that human life
is capable of being like that • • • human life in all its depth,
subjectivity and inwardness.

Opera, then, because of its basis in music, is unique in being
able to creak a dramatic situation from more than one point
of view simultaneously. More than this, it is capable of
expressing what we might call collective emotions in a way
which is virtually impossible in spoken drama. In a spoken
play a playwright can introduce representative figures characters who articulate sentiments which we recognise as
having a general force or application. They stand for others
beyond the action represented on the stage. In great opera
the chorus is not there simply to add variety. In Peter
Grimes, for example, the chorus, which starts out as a
collection of individuals, is transformed, terrifyingly, into a
wild, inarticulate, destructive mob, who want to bound
Grimes to bis death. The chorus is the antagonist of the
drama. In Verdi's Nabucco the famous chorus of Hebrew
slaves expresses a poignant sense of common oppression and, as early audiences recognised, Verdi was writing as
much about Italian oppression as of the Hebrew variety. In
Fidelio the chorus of prisoners is one of the means by which
Beethoven explores, most movingly, the idea of human
freedom. And in Boris Godunov it's as if the entire Russian
people come before us, expressing collective and national
emotions and aspirations.

Surely at the end of a performance of an operatic masterpiece
one leaves the theatre, at least in one part of one's being,
chastened. Opera reproaches us for not living as intensely as
the characters with whose existence we have been engaged
and involved. Our dumb exaltation is to one degree or
another, and sooner or later, circumscribed and qualified. We
witness Figaro, The Cunning Little V,xen, or Parsifal not so
much as explanation, but as myth, dream, vision, or
revelation. And great opera demands that we attend to that
vision and learn from it in quite strenuous and demanding
ways.

If I bad time I could go on to outline a number of other ways
in which opera is a uniquely expressive sort of art. There's
the way in which it can achieve effects with breath-taking
economy, for instance. In Rigoletto the singing of a simple
tune 'Ladonna e mobile' completely transforms the dramatic
situation at a stroke. In the last act of La Boheme we are
plunged instantaneously from comic high jinks into a world
of tragedy as the dying Mimi suddenly enters. Then there's
the way in which music can actually tell us what characters
are really thinking, even as they sing words about other
things. And I could talk about the unique visions of
humanity offered by individual composers: the exploration of
passion as a well spring of behaviour in Verdi; the humane,
playful and healing comedy ofMoz.art; and the Shakespearian
depth of comedy and tragedy in Janacek - a composer who
more than any other musician of this century seeks to tell us
· what man ultimately is and what be lives by.

John Florance PbD,
143 Evington Lane,
Leicester LES SPS.
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NINETEENTH CENTURY POPULAR THEATRE,
John Pick
Summary of a lecture delivered on 21st October 1991
When we now speak of the theatre, we speak of one readily
recognisable activity. It exists within certain public buildings.
There are clearly understood rituals attached to entering those
buildings and participating in theatre. In the nineteenth
century however the term embraced many different activities
in many and varied locations. Some of our modem rituals booking, for example - hardly existed, while others were
quite different. Until quite late in the century nineteenth
century audiences did not sit in the dark, and until that
admirable institution, the pit, had all but disappeared,
audiences seldom sat so passively through anything as we
now habitually do.

than is our modem theatre audience.
'Popular' means three things, sometimes simultaneously. It
has a simple numerical meaning. When we say a thing is
popular we mean it is known, or bought, by large numbers
of people. Then it has a qualitative sense too. If you say that
John Smith is popular you mean that he is well liked. The
third meaning is I suppose political or economic. Something
is popular when it belongs to the populace, when it is of the
people.
The nineteenth century theatre was certainly popular in a
simple numerical sense. The theatres in our towns and cities
were then much bigger. For example, the entire population
of Retford in Nottinghamshire could fit into two
performances of their local theatre. The two major theatres
in London each accommodated more than 3 ,SOO people; the
pit alone at Phelps' Sadlers' Wells took more than 1,000
people; Astleys, so beloved of Dickens, took more than 4,000
per performance. A rough calculation suggests that in most
towns and cities about 15% of the population could visit the
major theatres each week.

Two things must be said at once of the theatre is the
nineteenth century. When we survey it in all of its forms the major and the minor theatres, the Theatres Royal, the
gathering 'West End' which began to form itself after the
1843 Theatres Act, the blood tubs and the penny gaffs, the
fairground fit up booths, street theatre, the music hall, the
rapidly growing touring circuits, the permanent circuses when it is all considered, then we can say that the nineteenth
century theatre was popular in a way that our theatre (almost
by definition) is not. The second thing - perhaps rather more
difficult to grasp - is that it seems to be an almost universal
view that this period of massive popularity was for the theatre
a period of decline. It is fairly generally held that no good
drama was written in English until the end of the century,
that the acting styles of all performers on the nineteenth
century stage were bombastic and coarse, that the audiences
for all kinds of nineteenth century drama were - until such
noble spirits as Irving and Bancroft refined them - coarse and
loutish, besotted with crude melodramatic effects and a
primitive sentimentality.

That percentage is very much greater when we look at other
kinds of theatre. In his study of the penny gaffs, those
strange little fly-by-night fit ups that presented plays at a
penny a go in cellars and attic rooms all over our populous
cities. Dr Wynne suggests that some 50,000 people in
London would go each week. In the middle of the century the
music halls mushroomed in our cities; in Nottingham in the
1870s 4,000 people a night could be entertained in them and
a music hall in Bolton seated 2,000 people at each
performance. The huge travelling booths at fairs drew huge
crowds - Richardson's largest booth sometimes performed to
more than 10,000 people in a day.

Of course even a modest investigation of the theatre of the
last century will suggest that such an extreme position is
false. Some writers of the nineteenth century - Boucicault,
Robertson, Planche as well as Wilde and Shaw - have been
discovered in recent performance upon our modem stage to
have considerable merit. Our national addiction to soap
operas has caused some people to look with a new respect
upon the writers of nineteenth century melodrama, and in our
acting schools there are welcome signs that nineteenth century
acting is once more given a respectful attention, and
Macready, Kean the younger, Madame Vestris, Kemble,
Hare, Fred Terry, Alexander are no longer considered coarse
buffoons, but performers who, within their own conventions,
were as subtle and powerful as any in British stage history.
My main concern tonight however is to restore the good
name of the nineteenth century theatre audience - in nearly all
of its manifestations. Far from being a sentimental,
sensation-stunned rabble, the popular audience of the last
century seems to be worthy of considerable social and
political investigation. It seems to me to have been much
more discriminating, nuch more orderly, much more alive

Leicester is of course as good a city as any other from which
to demonstrate the theatre's popularity. When Master Betty
played at the New Theatre in 1804 the crowds expected were
so great that for the first time the city adopted a one-way
traffic system to cope with the crush. In 183S, when this
distinguished society was formed, 2,000 people attended each
night's performance of Batty's Circus Royal in the town. In
the following ,year the renovated New Theatre (the Theatre
Royal from 18S1) opened, seating 1,300. Two years later
Cooke's New Royal Olympic Arena, accommodating 1,750.
In 1849 W.F. Wallet opened a permanent circus here, the
'Arena of the Arts'. In 18S1 Leicester's first Music Room,
and a further Concert Hall in 1862, by which time the city
also had the Alhambra Music Hall, and over the next fifteen
years two more circuses, more music halls and, in Rutland
Street, a monster 'Hippodrome'. It would seem that by 1870,
when Leicester's population was some 92,000, at least two
thirds of the population could have gone to some kind of
theatrical performance each week.
3
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Of course theatres, music halls, circuses and penny gaffs
were not always full, but the business was so immediate, so
dependant upon ready money, that places of entertainment
must have been at least half full each night, and weekends
generally packed. In the second sense of the term - with
whom was it popular'? What did this audience comprise'?
It many ways that nineteenth century audience would seem
strange to us. Many of them did not sit down, in pit and
certainly in the gallery, even in the better class of theatres.
They were brightly lit - so we should have been able to
observe that there were more men than women, far more
people in their working clothes than we would now expect,
and many more military men. But the main impression would
surely have been of their extreme youth. Theatre audiences,
in the early and middle years of the century, were very
young indeed - some observers speak of an average age of
twelve.
Which brings us to a key question. Was the theatre a bad
influence upon this (young) populace, Or an instrument of
their education'? The battle raged throughout the century. In
Leicester William Macready bad no doubts; in 1809 he
introduced matinee performances at the New Theatre for
young people to attend - a practice revived by the manager
Charles Gill in 1847. Indeed there seems little doubt that
when the theatre was popular in the third sense, when it was
owned by individuals with little personal education but with
strong working class roots, it was generally a force for
enlightenment and order (and Godliness and patriotism). The
amount of actual rowdiness and disorder in theatres was
small. There was a rough but pervasive attempt at
improvement - and analysis of popular texts (pantomime
scripts for example) suggests that there was a self-conscious
'educational' element in the broadest entertainments. The
theatres (of all levels) played a spirited and central role in the
Chartist movement, in the agitation for hospital and working
hours reform, in the movement to enlarge the franchise. They
were a vibrant political force in senses other than being
popularly owned. It is remarkable to recall that in the early
1840s the London Dockers marched on Parliament - to
demand their own theatre.
There seems little obvious reason for the prevalent picture of
the loutishness of nineteenth century theatre audiences. Could
it be that they were a threat to the new municipal authorities'?
Could the poor reputation of the popular theatre audience
have been fabricated because of the authorities' traditional
fear of the people's voice'? Or could it have been because the
late 19th century theatre 'leaders' recognised that they could
not achieve social respectability without associating
exclusively with the higher ranks of society'? Was the
theatre's popularity deliberately destroyed for the sake of
their ambition'?
Professor John Pick,
20 High Street, Sutton on Trent,
Newark. NG23 6QA.
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AM I STILL TOO LOUD?
Martin Bates
Summary of a lecture-recital delivered on November 18th 1991 by Martin and Sue Bates

1. How important is the accompanist?

And of course there is the feeling that the piano is not
suitable for all accompaniments. Should it really be played on
an harpsichord, or an organ. This is particularly true of
early music because of course the instrument was not really
used until the late eighteenth century.

Perhaps it is worthwhile thinking about this question by
posing similar questions like: What is your role as an
accompanist?
Is the accompanist second best?
Is the accompanist in charge?
Are the soloist and the accompanist equal?

Does the piano limit the type of music which should be
chosen for a concert programme? Should you only play on
the piano music which was originally written for it? What
sort of piano should you use'? Should you try to find a piano
which sounds like Schubert's when you play bis music.

I think each individual will decide for him or herself but
hopefully this short talk and small selection of pieces will
help make a decision more possible, if indeed a decision
needs to be made.

Unfortunately if you were to be fanatical about this you really
would not use any instrument without having 'hangups• about
its suitability. It is really most often the case that you simply
have to put up with the instrument which you have with you
at that time. However you should try as much as possible to
recreate the sound and style which would be appropriate to
the music being presented.

Elena Gerhardt, talking to Gerald Moore said: 'Never be
too discreet when playing for me; the voice and piano in
these songs are of equal importance.•

2. Figured bass lines - how does this make each
perfonnance different?

One other thing to think about which we have already
touched on is that a keyboard iustrument is quite often used
as a compromise, or a more exactly a cheap replacement for
an orchestra. Handel's Messiah is of course accompanied by
orchestra and not keyboard alone.

It was quite normal for composers of the baroque period,
even famous names like Purcell, Handel and Bach toprovide,
in our eyes, very little help for the accompanist. When a
keyboard instrument was used it was the accepted practice
simply to provide a bass line plus a sort of shorthand called
'figured bass' for the performer to interpret and elaborate
upon. No two performances could be the same, and while
that is true to an extent also of modem pieces or music, the
difference is that two performances of the same piece of
music at that time could be very different. It must have been
quite interesting for the composer to see what changes came
up each time. A jazz audience today will enjoy the subtle
nuances provided by different performers. Maybe that is
more bow we should look at this sort of accompaniment.

This often leads to an interesting paradox. What about Dame
Myra Hess's famous arrangement of Jesu Joy of Man's
Desiring? Did that arrangement for most people become THE
true version of Bach's piece by its very popularity whilst the
truth is that it should be an orchestral piece.
I remember as a young piano student learning to play the
Intermez.zo from Cavalleria Rusticana by Mascaoni largely
because it was one of my father's favourite pieces. Later I
bought him a record of the original version from the opera.
I was quite surprised and not a little upset when be
announced that be preferred the version I played on the
piano.

We shall now perform for you a piece by Henry Purcell
called Music/or a While in three ways to illustrate this
point.

4. Introduction to recitative - speech rhythm in music.

The first time will be very simple without any elaboration.
The second time will be very complicated and perhaps
overelaborate. The third time is in a version written out by
Michael Tippett.

This brings me to one of the real problems when
accompanying a singer; RECITATIVE. In everyday language
this is the style of music which most closely resembles
musical conversation. It gives the accompanist rather a
difficult time. The singer this time is given a very free rein
and regular rhythm goes out of the window until that
particular piece of speech is finished.

It is important to realise that all three accompaniments are
possible given the basic outline that Purcell wrote.
It is fascinating sometimes to bear a well-known piece
played just with the notes that the composer provided.

The operatic aria Pianoero. by Handel brings together three
of the problems I have mentioned up to now:a) some of the music was written with only a bass line.
b) the accompaniment is really orchestral.
c) it starts with a recitative.

Here is a small section from 'I know that my redeemer
liveth• from Handel's Messiah first as you may know it
and then again with just the notes which Handel provided.

3. Authenticity: what should you really play on the
piano?

s
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and she will allow you time to get round the notes. It is
obviously not the piece of music to play if you are
accompanying your wife after some sort of disagreement!

S. What do you do with a composer accompanist?
But let's get back to the discussion for a moment of who is
in charge when one person is being accompanied by another.

One wonderful thing about Rachmaninov's accompaniments
is the generosity be has for the pianist - and one little trade
mark is the section be leaves till the end for the pianist to
play on bis own - something that Schumann was also very
keen to do.

If you agree for a moment that the two performers are equal
which seems like a good British compromise or even that the
soloist is in charge when the chips are down, which may be
the way you secretly think; then what happens if the
accompanist is also the composer of the piece; and
furthermore that the soloist does not agree with the
composer? Who should have the final word as to the
interpretation?

7. What do you do with a non pianist composer?
The accompaniment for the next song fills me with terror
whenever I am asked to play it and I am only playing it
tonight to show bow unkind a composer can be with an
accompanist. In order to get it right as a pianist you have to
he totally relaxed and be fully warmed up. And that is before
you start considering the problems of getting it together with
the singer.

I would like to perform for you a piece of music I wrote
about twelve months ago based on a poem by Thomas Hardy.
You may know that the poem tells of a man looking back to
bis youth when be saw the beautiful Lizbe Browne but was
too shy to make any move to tell her of bis feelings and now
she is older and has married another.
But, of course, the first thing I want to do when I have
finished a piece of music is to try it out. This was duly done
with my wife Sue singing and alterations were made to the
composition itself. But the disconcerting thing was that my
wife also said that it was too fast at the speed I wanted and
I should reconsider the basic speed. For a long time I found
that difficult to take but eventually I had to agree that a
steadier speed was better for the final performance.

It is interesting to compare this accompaniment with the
Rachmaninov because whatever you decide about who is
leading who in Rachmaninov's music - in Schubert it is
clearly the singer who is .of paramount importance. This
makes the accompaniment to Der Musensohn doubly difficult
because it must remain secondary to the singer's part.

That experience was strong enough to make me wonder about
a lot of the performances on record that have been made by
the composers themselves and further to speculate whether a
composer may in fact be too close to the piece of music to be
the ultimate interpreter in performance. The recent recording
of West Side Story with Leonard Bernstein as conductor is
truly very exciting but I don't feel that it is as exciting as the
earlier recording made when Bernstein was not conducting.

I suppose the exciting thing about being an accompanist as
opposed to a solo performer is the feeling of excitement
generated when you are working with another musician
whether it is a singer, a choir or instrumentalists.

8. Two songs to show contrasting styles.

To finish we would like to perform two more pieces which
we both like a lot. There are again enormous contrasts in
these two pieces and quite different challenges for the
accompanist to overcome.

6. What do you do with a pianist composer?

Apres Un Reve by Faure shows bow transparent music can
be. How simple, bow fragile, but how effective. In many

There are some composers who really make you wonder
about their order of priorities when it comes to writing
accompaniments. They are usually pianist composers who are
turning their hand to composing songs. There are many such
composers but I would like to perform two pieces by
Rachmaninov to illustrate the point I am making.

ways it is the accompanist's dream because it is quite easy to
play and also his nightmare because it is so exposed.

My hea11 is like a singing bird bas been a favourite of ours
for many years now. It is by the well-known English
composer Sir Hubert Parry. With the exception of Jerusalem,

How Fair 1his Spot is an example of a really wonderful song
where Rachmaninov achieves a wonderful balance between
solo singer and accompaniment. This is one of my favourite
songs but the rapport between soloist and accompanist is of
crucial importance. I believe it is only possible to perform
this song when you, as the accompanist, know exactly what
the soloist wants to do and vice versa.

bis music has been largely .forgotten today and I feel good
that we are able to bring to light a piece which you may not
know. I suppose it brings me to my last thought as an
accompanist.
Gerald Moore divided bis time as accompanist between a
great number of performers. Similarly I play for quite a
variety of soloists and the chances are that whenever I am
asked to accompany somebody, whether it be a singer or an
instrumentalist, they will ask me to play something new or
something I bad lost touch with. If you are prone to be lazy,
as I am, it is the best possible way to come to new and
exciting music!

Spring Waters by Rachmaninov is again a masterpiece of
writing for a modem piano. However, you do wonder
whether it is the singer who is leading or the accompanist. I
will leave you to decide for yourselves.
The accompaniment is very busy describing the rapid
movement of water in spring which it does quite successfully
but there is the very real danger that the singer will get
'flooded out!'

Martin Bates,
24 Elmfield Road,
Castle Bromwich,
Birmingham. R36 OHL.

From my point of view as the accompanist it is reassuring to
think that the soloist will realise that you may have problems
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GAS: YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW
Ormond Smyth
Summary of a lecture delivered on December 2nd 1991

The gas industry in Britain stands on the eve of its 200th
anniversary. It was in 1792 that an exiled Scotsman, William
Murdock, first used gas manufactured from coal to light a
room in his cottage in Redruth, Cornwall. Murdock came
from near Cumnock in Ayrshire. He left home spelling his
name •Murdoch•, but south of the border grew so tired of its
mispronunciation that be changed the final 'b' to a 'le'. He
was a friend of James Watt, of steam engine fame, and left
Scotland to seek employment with the firm of Boulton, Paul
and Watt, engineers in Birmingham. Watt was away from the
works when Murdock arrived, but he got the job, impressing
Boulton and Paul (it is said) because be was wearing a
wooden bat be bad made himself.

release a quantity of gas in exchange for penny coins, and by
1907 these were installed in more than two million homes. It
is recorded that collectors gathered in over 9000 tons of
pennies in a year.
On the centenary of Murdock's invention, Lord Kelvin
predicted that the future of gas lay as a source not of lighting
but of energy and beat. He was right, though his forecast was
delayed in ite fulfillment.
Although gas production methods improved greatly over the
years, the plant in use in the 1950s would not have been
totally unrecognisable to Murdock. The price of coal would
have surprised him however, and it was this that led the gas
industry in other directions - first to production from oil and
then to natural gas.

Boulton and Paul Ltd exists to this day, making among other
items chain-link fencing, though during the Second World
War they were responsible for the design and production of
a fighter plane called the Defiant.

Discovered in 1965 in British waters of the North Sea, it was
first brought ashore in 1967. By 1977 all of Britain bad been
converted, and made ready for Revolution No. 3.

Soon after his appointment Murdock was sent to Cornwall,
where the company was working on mining equipment. To
while away his bachelor evenings, be continued some
experiments in gas production which be bad already begun in
a cave in his garden in Scotland, and in 1792 be succeeded
in making (and storing enough gas to provide for his
astonished friends an illumination of a room in his cottage.
Soon afterwards be returned to Birmingham and demonstrated
his apparatus to his firm. They were quick to see the
potential, and the gas industry was truly on its way.

In 1967 some 3.5 million homes bad central beating, mostly
fired by solid fuel. By last year (1990) there were 13.S
million homes centrally heated by gas alone. This
transformation of the standard of comfort regarded not just as
desirable but essential in the British household bas occurred
in your lifetime - and you hadn't noticed!
North Sea gas comes ashore at four shore terminals - Bacton,
Theddlethorpe, Easington and St Fergus. From Bacton alone,
the gas being supplied to southern and midland England is, in
energy terms, the equivalent of 100-wagon coal trains leaving
the coast every 10 minutes night and day throughout the year.
The rolling stock and the railway system needed if that
amount of energy was coal-based can only be imagined. And
Bacton is only one of four off-takes. Without the discovery
of natural gas, that transformation of living standards just
would not have happened.

The first application was in street lighting, and resulted in the
first major social revolution for which gas bas been
responsible in its 200-year history. Up to this time, street
lighting, where it existed at all, was provided by animal fat,
mainly whale oil. It is a sobering thought that, but for the
arrival of gas, it is doubtful if there would have been any
whales left to save beyond about 1850.
The greater impact was however upon human life. Not only
were streets more efficiently, more cleanly and more
conveniently lit, greatly reducing the incidence of crime, but
within a few years, when the new light was brought indoors
into factories, it illuminated the way towards two-shift
working, with all that that meant for the Industrial
Revolution.

Of course, we are frequently asked 'How long will it last'?•
You can seek for answers in the so-called Brown Book, or in
the predictions of investment analysts and the like. The real
answer is: as long as you like. World supplies of natural gas
exceed the reserves of oil, and discovered reserves are
increasing at present more than production figures. A method
of producing Substitute Natural Gas bas been perfected,
should it ever be needed.

The second •social revolution• 'came in 1888 with the
invention of the coin-operated meter. Various metering
methods bad been tried over the years, but in 1888 the
system of monthly or quarterly accounts excluded vast
sections of the population whose domestic lighting was
sustained by the daily purchase of a half-pence worth of oil
from the comer shop.

It is far more likely that in. the 21st or 22nd century, a new
fuel technology will have taken over, long before the last gas
flame bas died.
Ormond Smyth,
British Gas pie., De Montfort St.,
Leicester. LEI 9DR.

In 1888 John Browning of Aston invented a meter that could
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DYLAN THOMAS RE1\1EMBERED
Aeronwy Thomas-Ellis
Summary of a lecture delivered on January 20th ~992
I will start with some biographical details of my father:
Dylan Marlais Thomas was born in Swansea on October 27th
1914 and died, aged 39, in New York on November 9th
19S3. His short life was marked by a prolific output of poetry
and prose and, of course, his best known work, a play for
voices •under Milk Wood•. He moved to London in 1930
and two of his best books of poems were published there. In
1936 he married Caitlin McNamarra and they lived with her
mother at Ringwood in Hampshire for some years. During
the War he was unfit for military service but spent some time
working for the Ministry of Information, and later for the
BBC. The couple moved back to Wales in 1944 and lived for
a while at Newquay, Cardiganshire. Later they moved to
Laughame, a village on the south coast of what was then part
of Carmarthenshire; this was to be his home for the rest of
his life. We made several lecture tours in America, and the
couple visited Italy, which had such an attraction for my
mother that she went there to live after my father's death.
She lived first in Rome and is still living in Sicily today. My
father died in New York and was brought back to be buried
in St Martin's Churchyard at Laughame.

casting aside much comment to the contrary, • Always saluted
me, as he comes along the road • • • • For him, as most in
Laugharne, this could have happened just yesterday for time
is a maleable abstraction, a mere follower, never a leader.
• And Jean, on account of her serving at the Brown's, she
knew him quite well,• he continued. •Proper lady your
mother was too. Though no holding her back when she
started. I never saw her mind doing anything she shouldn't,
myself. All talk, I don't wonder.• The American, with eager
beaver intentness, mouth falling open with the wonderment
of it all, took mental notes in excited scrawl. •shocking use
of language; too, I heard,• said the old man. •Yes, yes, ■ I
said coldly. •oh, but they were revered, here.• Then added,
undecided how to appease me, •Just one ofus. • The old man
would have said anything to avoid what the Welsh call
•unpleasantness.•
•Do you remember • • • • asks Myfanwy. •And when we
• • , • I accept a cup of tea from Sunday crockery with still
a trace of dust on the saucer's edge. •Thank you so much,•
I say mealy mouthed with Welsh cake filling every comer. I
am prevaricating in order not to answer immediately. •Do
you remember playing with. • • • ?• The truth is that some
I remember with uncanny clearness, others hardly at all
•Toere's that Dai, now,• goes on Myfanwy, untroubled by
my silence, •who sets himself up nice and tidy for the rest of
the year.• She went on to explain, •When he sees the
coachloads of Americans coming, and they only come in the
Summer months and not in the Winter, he's there quick as a
shot with his bunch of lies. Says he knew Dylan well, and
calls him Dylan mind you, and says this is what Dylan said
to him • • • always the same pack of lies he tells them •
• • not daft • • • so as not to be caught out, see. And that
is what Dylan said to his wife, oh she knew him well,
according to him of course, and how his children used to play
with the Thomas children. •well • • • do you remember
them playing with us? He says they used to play with us at
the Boat House, down the Grist and up at Orchard Park. And
the cheek of it is that he's from Llandeilo. Wasn't even here
when your father was alive.•

As a child my memories of my father are chiefly of life at
Laugharne, and after showing you some slides of his homes
and places with which he was associated, I continue by giving
you an account of my own feelings on going back to
Laugharne many years later.

Going Back to Laughame
It took Laugharne a long time to realise what had happened
to it before it started stocking its paper shop with Dylan
Thomas books, Dylan Thomas Caedmon records, prints of
Laugbarne castle (Dylan Thomas lived in Castle House at one
time).
•Duw, duw, if it isn't Miss Thomas?• said an old man,
flanked by a younger sports shirted man who said in an
American accent, ••is that Dylan Thomas's daughter, did you
say'? Very glad to meet you, Miss Thomas, this is a great honour. I can't say I knew him, exactly • • • • The •rum• is
said in reverential tones. •Though we did share an elevator
once.•

To escape the unused parlour and the dusty particles in the
mothballed air, I suggest: •Let's go and see these Americans
then,• in my version of a Welsh accent. I lost my accent
years ago, about thirty years ago, to be exact, when I left
Laughame for a boarding school in Hertfordshire.

Even the sleepy old pub where my father and mother once
drank and socialised, called Brown's Hotel, has a memento.
The framed photograph placed above the very table that the
Thomases drank at, seems magnificently dated. The clothes
they are wearing have changed today, but the alcoved
windows behind them are the same.

•Hello, Miss Thomas,• I hear through thoughts, •1t is Miss
Thomas, then? You haven't changed a bit.• Another person
comes up to me, vaguely remembered but with no name. I
escape to my father's grave at the local churchyard to be
accosted again. •rd recognise you anywhere : image of your
father. Yes, yes, ■ to an overseas visitor, •This is the great
man's daughter.•

•eome and have a cup of tea,• invites the old gentleman.
•Myfanwy is waiting. • ., • and hardly without a pause, as
we make our way across the large square near the sea end of
town, •Proper gentleman your father, mind,• he said, as if

•Do you remember the times we used to play on the rocks,
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jumping over the gaps like flippin' monkies. Oh, I couldn't
do that now. But my children go over to· the Boat House
when its fine to play like, and look at all the visitors. And
running along the wall around the Boat House we did,
remember. I come over all cold when I think of it. Oh, I'd
never allow my children to do it.• Myfanwy recalls times
past as we sip warm lager in the Brown's.
Myfanwy's dad, uncle or grandfather booked me again by the
simple expedient of sitting himself between me and the
American. •oh, you live in Surrey,• the American went on
valiantly. •yes, she lives near London,• said the old man,
with a hint of pride that someone from Laughame had got
that far. Myfanwy now nudged me in the other direction,
•Meet Derek, ■ she said. •Grown a bit, hasn't he. You
remember,• she nudged with meaning. •up in the wood shed
you and Derek.• My mind reeled, made a jump into a remote
past but when details appeared, withdrew hastily. (See what
I mean, I said to myself, see what I mean. I should never
have come back here.) Derek smiled. One of his charms
could hardly be his teeth which were now blackened and
chipped.
The funny thing is, I find myself going back again and again.
My talk finishes by giving you, together with my friend Mrs
Olwen Hughes, a selection of readings from my father's
poems and from Under Milk Wood.
Aeronwy Thomas-Ellis.
14 Arthur Road,
New Malden,"
Surrey. KT3 6LX.
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TAMING THE MIGHTY YANGTZE: AN ADVENTURE
WITH A PURPOSE
Mel Richardson
Summary of a lecture delivered on 3rd February 1992
IN THE BEGINNING
•Yangtze next stop - we need a plastics expert•. For many
people a great journey begins with one step, for me it began
with one sentence. The entry in my Visitors Book of
November 1984 was to lead to the biggest adventure of my
life. Initially I assumed that Michael Cole was requiring
some technical help with his latest expedition. Little did I
realise that Mike had in mind the Leadership of a Scientific
Team to enable doctors to work in collaboration with their
Chinese counterparts in taking medical relief to a needy
remote people. I was soon to learn that American rafters had
described the Yangtze as the most dangerous and dfficult in
the world as it flows out of the Tibetan plateau at a height of
17,600 feet. Carving its way west to east at speeds of up to
20 m.p.b., winding through 20,000feet high mountain ranges,
encompassing whirlpools, rapids and waterfalls, it traverses
or borders Quinghai, Tibet, Sicbuan, Yunnan, Hubei, Anhui
and Jiangsu before entering into the East China Sea at
Shanghai. Over 1,000 tributaries feed it over 3,900 miles,
making it the world's third longest river. Totally unnavigated
by powered craft in its first 1,000 miles, the River therefore
was an ideal host for an •adventure with a purpose•. The
challenge was to tum the Yangtze River into a •medical
motorway• demonstrating that a hover doctor service was
feasible and could be useful in UNICEF vaccination
programmes, (the latter being initiated by my brother Keith.

lightweight materials and the engines tuned to cope. At
Loughborough University, in the Institute of Polymer
Technology and Materials Engineering, we set to work
perfecting fan blades, decks and coatings out of special
composite materials. Cost effectiveness and affordability was
as important as technical efficiency. Happily we were joined
in the task by polymer specialists at Chengdu University of
Science and Technology. Commercial supporters such as
NESTE and ICI, were very generous in their supply of
materials and these were soon put to good use in creating
new structures.

In the years running up to the Expedition many visits were
made to China in order to negotiate the permissions required
to go into remote areas. Liaison with scientific personnel
was a joy. Indeed the prospects of collaboration and sharing
ideals and technologies helped to cement lasting friendships.
The level of understanding and help generated by the Foreign
Affairs Office in Chengdu was a great encouragement. Zhao
Shufen and her boss and colleagues in the Twinning Office,
set up to promote links between Sichuan Province and
Leicestershire County in England, worked tirelessly to
promote Sino-European friendship. In contrast, negotiations
with some commercial groups, however, proved to be tough
and difficult.

JOURNEY TO ADVENTURE
For me personally the next six years meant many many hours
of hard work typing over 900 letters on my wordprocessor
until late in the night. The process of raising money and
sponsorship was a Jong and difficult one but the objectives
were clear and immensely worthwhile. It became obvious at
the onset that the expected tough operating conditions would
provide an ideal testing environment for developing new
materials and structures for hovercraft and related
technology. Indeed in going to the upper reaches of the
Yangtze we would have to break world altitude records for
hovercraft so they would have to be made of specially

CHINA •

After the many years of preparation a Letter of Intent was
signed in late 1989 signalling the go-ahead for the Expedition
in 1990. Unfortunately through no fault of the Expedition,
when we arrived in Chengdu in early March 1990, the
commercial group in China had not completed their
consultations.
This led· to an unexpected delay in
proceedings.
Eventually the Chinese Academy of Sciences stepped in to
retrieve the situation obtaining permits from the Peoples
Liberation Army to enable us to go into very remote and
closed areas. So it was on Sunday, 29th April, following an
official send-off by the Governor of Sichuan Province, and
much celebration and joy, we finally left westwards for the
Yangtze River. Within hours a landslide caused problems for
•NESTE Enterprise• as its rear wheels got stuck on a bank,
a problems that was to recur many times. Later a riverside
picnic at Yunjing brought hoards of smiling beautiful children
while their parent obliged us with tea and small stools to sit
on - bow kind! We climbed steadily through one mountain
pass after another and in places rock faces seemed to tumble
vertically into turbulent rivers. In the low valleys yellow
ripening wheat contrasted starkly with the bright green lush
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As we got used to our new situation, we successfully started
our scientific trials on the hovercraft, monitoring the
environment and the effects' on the new types of material we
were testing. Going upriver 40 kilometres we met a
particularly nasty rapid and the craft almost tipped over,
spinning momentarily out of control as we retraced our
passage. Operating on the Yangtz.e was to be no picnic.

green of paddy fields and vegetables. The aftermath of
earthquakes proved hard work to cope with.
Passing through Kangding we encountered snow-capped
mountains and passes at over 4,300 metres. Heavy exertion
caused breathlessness and a rapid increase in heart rate. The
local people, interspersed in little nomadic groups or small
flat-roofed villages, were clearly of Tibetan origin. Indeed
the map showed that though we were technically in China,
the area was once Old Tibet. Between Daofu and Ganzi
great excitement was created on a bridge when a local official
aimed a rifle on team members Rob and John who were
innocently taking pictures of the river. The misunderstanding
was quickly cleared up once we were able to show we were
not photographing bridges, a strictly forbidden activity.

For the Christians on the team, Sundays provided an
opportunity for worship and praise service in the open air.
The words of familiar hymns such as • Amazing Grace• took
on a new meaning as daily we battled through problems and
difficulties. Spiritual strength for the tasks ahead was of
prime importance.
From time to time the hovercraft would go out on sorties up
and down river and the drivers would come back to relate
tales of adventure. On 14 may, for example, an enormous
sandstorm struck causing a complete dust •white-out•. ICI
River Rover limped back to base with vibration trouble whilst
NESTE Enterprise rode out the storm in a sheltered spot.
The following day heralded extreme drama and danger when
we hit bad rapids between Dengke and Dege. Lurching
crazily out of control, and and smashing into rocks we
eventually became shipwrecked on a small sandy beach.
Then followed a hair-raising journey by horseback across
numerous precipices and dangerous mountain ledges.

Diverting briefly outside Maniganggo our path took us near
Xin Long known as New Dragon Lake. This was truly one
of the most magnificent sights I have ever seen. An
exquisitely beautiful torquoise lake, partly frozen, set in the
most heavenly mountainous backdrop. Beauty and danger
often go hand in band however, and soon we were stuck in
a huge snowdrift at an altitude of 4400 metres. After seven
hours of furious digging, and nursing shattered hydraulics on
the trailer, we realised we bad come through a significantly
life threatening situation. We were so grateful to spend the
night in a mountain hut warming ourselves by the side of
yak-dung fires.

After our safe return children sang and danced for us in
traditional costume. As a further act of friendship each team
member was presented with a Khata, a piece of raw silk
fabric woven almost to the fineness of a spider's web. Being
white it symbolised purity and sincerity. Dai Ao Li •u1y•
acted as our interpreter.

Eventually the road wound out of the mountains and we
arrived at Base 1, near Dengke by the side of the River
Yangtze, at 5.45 p.m. Sunday, 6 May. We were enveloped
in cheering crowds and people running out of the side streets
waving and shouting. Soon we were surrounded by fifty
children chanting and singing and repeating every word. It
was a welcome fit for a king, and we were very grateful.
What a thrill after seven years of planning, preparing,
struggling and battling to be finally camped by the side of the
River. Too tired to eat, we took the opportunity of an early
night.

By Monday, 21 May, we were on the road again, this time
to Serxu. At times the Chinese drivers refused to move for
fear of heavy snow. On another occasion a driver, terrified
for bis life, abandoned bis truck whilst it was still moving
forward on a mountain ledge. Even in such high barren
places the landscape seemed full of life. Eagles and black
wltures, marmots, rabbits, hawks and deer were not at all
uncommon. At times the road conditions were so bad that
the lorries keeled over to 45 degrees and got stuck up to their
axles. Delays had their own compensation however, when at
Xiewu, we were made guests of honour at a local Bhuddist
Temple. There we were treated to a colourful spectacle of
dancing and general festivities.

THE HOVERCRAFf IN ACTION
By Wednesday 9 may we were hovering on the Yangtze, a
dream come true. In so doing we were breaking a world
altitude record for hovercraft, and achieving something
nobody had done before., using the upper reaches of the
Yangtze as a communication highway against the flow of the
current. Once again the local people cheered and clapped
and gasped in wonder, although a savage sandstorm caused
us all to run for temporary cover. Soon we were to get used
to the idea of four seasons operating in the space of twenty
four hours. Frequently a temperature of -lO"C (wind chill
factor -25°) at night, would give way to blisteringly hot
morning temperatures of between 30" and 40" C (50-60"
surface temperatures). Back at the local village the antique
telephone exchange took its first international call for sixteen
years when we managed to get word back to England that we
bad arrived safely. The one sentence of communication we
were able to get out was to be the last message for many
weeks to the outside world.

Whilst moving between Xiewu, Yushu and Qinsuiho we
endured the most difficult road journey ever! Indeed we
encountered sixty-one major roadworks in 70 kilometres
including huge holes, mudslides, landslides. road rebanking
etc., causing us to average just 8 kilometres an hour. By
Wednesday, 30 May we had reached our second base at
Qumarlei, and were able to relaunch both hovercraft. The
riverside altitude was now well over 4,000 metres and my
heart rate increased from its normal sea level value of 72
beats a minute to over 120. Very soon it came back down to
76 as the body adjusted and the blood chemistry altered.
By now the medical work, led by Dr. Ray Pinniger, was well
underway. Collaborative medical seminars with local doctors
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were held at Dege and the medical team assisted the UNICEF
vaccination programme to protect local children against TB,
whooping cough, polio, tetanus, measles and diptheria.
There were many opportunities for cooperative emergency
treatment involving situations where children were dying and
required immmediate help. Observing the joy on people's
faces when they receive spectacles and could see properly
again, perhaps after many years, was very heart-warming.

exhilaration masking perhaps the simmering inner tension
we thought about the dangerous return journey. After about
an hour we set off homeward amongst sorm clouds, sheet
lightning, and a frightening bombardment of hailstones.
Swaying crazily from side-to-side, desperately at times, we
controlled the hovercraft by moving body-weight around.
Indeed the return journey was almost more hazardous than
the outward, with the hovercraft often out of control and in
danger of capsizing. Eventually we arrived back at Base 2
(Qumarlei) at 8.15 a.m. on 14 June having demonstrated over
one stretch, that a journey which would take one week by
road through mountains, can be reduced to twelve hours by
hovercraft. The scientific and medical programmes having
successfully been completed we made the journey back to
Chengdu by road and rail, arriving on 22 June.

FINALLY TO THE SOURCE
With most of the scientific and medical programme
completed, early June heralded the opportunity for a final
push to the source of the mighty Yangtze River. We laid
down fuel dumps at various strategic places and made our
preparations. This was real virgin hovercraft territory with
mountains and hills giving way to vast plains and valleys,
remote and majestic. Tuesday, 5 June found me at 94
degrees 17 minutes east, 34 degrees 36 minutes north. Here
I was almost totally alone with just the company of one
colleague in a beautiful wilderness setting. We were
surrounded by snowcapped peaks and in the distance a herd
of yak could just be seen tended by a solitary herdsman who
brought his animals down to the water in the evening.
Guinea-pig and marmot-like creatures were all around, and
hidden amongst the grass were alpine-like wild flowers.
Birds with bright red tails and geese were not uncommon.
This was a privileged moment to savour and treasure.

The reception in Chengdu was rapturous and remarkable,
presumable due to the fact that the journey and humanitarian
exploits had been documented on provincial and national
television (audience 600 million people). We were all deeply
touched by the amazing welcome given us and the special
banquet by the Governor of Sichuan Province. Chinese
newspapers described our accomplishments as •amazing and
unique•, and ran a series of articles under the title •Yangtze
Love•, thus aptly capturing the whole ethos of our Christian
inspired project.

IN THE END

We set off a day earlier than expected for the source attempt
and soon hit a nasty rapid at the entrance to a spectacular
gorge. In this instant most passengers had to climb out and
climb precariously along the side of the mountain. Soon we
were passing plains, mountains and ice ridges again, and
because of the problems of distinguishing between tributaries,
we had to ask the way of a Tibetan family. Eventually we
arrived at the wrong bridge by mistake. We had branchedoff onto the River Damqu and had to enlist the help of a five
star Tank General and his men.
Once refuelled we
backtracked by moonlight weaving through the eerie sparkling
water, and camping by the side of the stream.

Whilst we encountered many difficulties, some human and
some physical, the Chinese people and their great and
beautiful land will always have a place in my heart. •0ne
person may not be able to change the world but if we can
change the world for even just one person then surely that is
a worthy and worthwhile objective•. I shall return.

After setting up camp at Tuotuoheyan, we made the final
push into the Unknown. Despite being in the middle of
summer there were strong winds and hailstones.
Unfortunately, to their obvious disappointment, we were
unable to take the whole of the Chinese TV crew with us
because we were already 25 % overloaded. It was bleak and
cold and we were a long way from any kind of assistance.
On the morning of Monday, 11 June we awoke to thick snow
and ice at an altitude of over 4750 metres.
The ICI River Rover had done well, but engine trouble meant
it now had to tum back to base. NESTE Enterprise and its
ten-man crew continued in very bad conditions. By 12.30
p.m. we hit rocks and ice and were in a desperate state. The
crippled hovercraft with no steering, no electric generation,
a cracked propellor, damaged deck, holed buoyancy tanks, a
broken lift-fan clutch, a 200 kilogram overload, and no
working radio pressed on lurchingly to arrive at the navigable
source region of the Yangtze at around 4.30 p.m. The sun
seemed to shine on cue, and we all felt a curious sense of

Dr Mel Richardson,
Institute of Polymer Technology and Materials
Engineering,
Loughborough University of Technology,
. Loughborough. LEll 3TU.
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THE INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF WILDLIFE IN
BRITAIN AND IRELAND
Derek Ratcliffe
Summary of Lecture delivered to a Joint Meeting of the Society and the Natural History Section
on February 17th 1992
·
lose ground to agricultural improvement in western France
and Spain. In the west of both Ireland and England are
representatives of the Lusitanian flora, in the large-flowered
and pale butterworts, and' ericoid heaths - St Dabioc's,
Mackay's, Mediterranean, Dorset and Cornish.

The flora and fauna of Britain and Ireland are much less
varied than those of continental Europe, with very few
endemics, and only a rather small area of truly natural
habitat. Our wildlife nevertheless has many features of
outstanding interest, and some which are unique to these
islands.

Ericaceous heath is a major feature of acidic soils in our
islands, and the purple heather moors of the uplands are both
a scenic spectacle and an important wildlife habitat. They
support the red grouse, one of our most distinctive birds,
though now regarded as a southern and insular sub-species of
the circumpolar willow grouse. The populations of some
birds- golden eagle, peregrine, raven - are among the largest
of any European country, and there is an especially high
breeding density of these and several other species, such as
golden plover, dunlin, curlew, lapwing and ptarmigan.

Because of the insular position on the Atlantic seaboard, our
climate is oceanic - relatively mild and humid in general.
Superimposed on this are regional gradients of climate increasing precipitation from east to west, and decreasing
temperature from south to north. The same trends occur
locally with rise in altitude. The cool, wet conditions of the
north and west have caused a prevalent leaching of soils and
accumulation of acid peat, to the point where huge areas of
gentler moorland are covered with deep layers of blanket
bog, giving some of the most extensive occurrences of this
globally rare vegetation formation in the World. The Flow
Country of Caitbness and East Sutherland represents a
southern outpost of wet tundra, and bas a breeding bird
community in which northern European species such as
greenshank, golden plover and dunlin are well represented.

Probably our most spectacular wildlife features are on the
coasts. While our mammals are not generally of great note,
we have around 6S % of the world population of the Atlantic
grey seal breeding around our shores. The breeding seabird
colonies of our cliff-girt coasts also contain important
fractions of the European or even World populations of
species such as the gannet, guillemot, ramrbill, puffin,
kittiwake, fulmar, storm petrel: Leach's petrel and Manx
sbearwater. The maritime bills of Shetland and Orkney are
one of the few north Atlantic stations for a mainly southern
ocean seabird, the great skua. The shingle beaches and sand
dune sytems of the •soft• coasts are important botanically and
for their major European colonies of Sandwich, arctic,
common, roseate and little terns, ringed plovers and
oystercatcbers.

The higher hills have southern examples of more extreme
high latitude tundra, with stony fell-fields, snow patch
communities and montane heaths, with characteristic birds
such as ptarmigan and dotterel, and many arctic-alpine plants
such as dwarf azalea, moss campion and purple saxifrage.
Under the extreme oceanicity of the far west of Ireland and
Scotland, some montane heaths, such as those with abundance
of mountain avens, occur down almost to sea level. In the
Burren of Co. Clare there is a remarkable association
between such northern plants and Mediterranean species such
as maidenhair fem, under a climate never too warm for the
one and never too cold for the other.

Mild winters and large expanses of inter-tidal estuarine
mudflats and salt marshes make these islands a vital staging
post or winter refuge for northern waders and waterfowl. The
great estuaries of the Wash, Morecambe Bay, Humber,
Ribble, Dee, Thames, Salway and Severn bold prodigious
numbers of dunlin, knot, bar-tailed godwit, oystercatcher,
curlew, redshank, grey plover and turnstone. Most of them
are important wintering haunts for ducks, geese and swans,
as are certain inland lakes and reservoirs, and some
seasonally wet grazing marshes, such as the Ouse Washes in
Cambridgeshire and the Wexford Slobs in Ireland. Some
wintering birds such as greylag and pink-footed geese,
lapwings and golden plover also frequent ordinary farmland,
and Greenland white-fronted geese favour low-level peat
bogs.

The extreme wetness of the west gives rise to a conspicuous
luxuriance of ferns, mosses, liverworts and lichens, especially
in rocky woods and glens. Common species are in much
greater profusion than in drier parts of Europe, and there are
many rarities which occur in very few other places, including
some with a highly restricted or disjunct World distribution.
Southwest Ireland is the European headquarters of the
bay-scented fem, Tunbridge filmy fem and Killamey fem. In
the Highlands, the woolly fringe moss grows in dense carpets
over many mountain tops, and also in similar abundance in
low-level bogs.
Some western European plants are abundant all over Britain
and Ireland. The ash tree seldom dominates woodlands to the
same degree as it does on our limestone areas. Continental
botanists delight in our bluebell woods and luminous displays
of flowering gorse. The mixed heaths of ling, bell heather
and western gorse still extensive in the West Country, Wales
and Ireland become more important as similar communities

Many of our wild plants and animals are widespread in
mainland Europe, but Britain and Ireland have an unusual
diversity of biogeographical and ecological types within a
small compass. Despite the· inroads of human impact, there
are also still a great variety and, in some cases, a relatively
large extent, of natural and semi-natural habitats left. The
13
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international importance of all the wildlife features mentioned
place upon Britain and Ireland an obligation to take adequate
conservation measures. These include not only the safeguard
of important sites and protection of species by legislation and
non-governmental effort, but also the adoption of sympathetic
land-use and environmental policies. Besides the domestic
measures for achieving these goals, the United Kingdom and
Ireland governments should honour the international
conventions and treaties they have signed, in particular the
World Heritage, Ramsar and Bern Conventions, and the
relevant EC Directives to member states. Beyond this it is
crucial to develop policies for agriculture, forestry, industry,
the built environment, energy, minerals, water, defence and
recreation which take sympathetic account of nature
conservation.

PHOSPHORUS
PHOSPHORITES AND
EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE
ABSTRACT OF mE
LECTURE
November 25th 1991

23rd

BENNETT

PETERJ COOK

Above all there needs to be meaningful action on pollution
problems, especially in combating the trend to global
warming which could set all other conservation efforts at
nought.

Phosphorites are the main source of phosphate for the
fertiliz.er and chemical industries. They are therefore a
commodity which is of great economic significance and one
of the worlds most widely traded resources. They are also of
great scientific significance in that they provide a record of
oceanic change extending µtroughout the Pbanerozoic and
beyond.
One of the notable features of phosphorites is that they seem
to be concentrated at discrete periods in earth history,
probably within major phosphogenic provinces which can in
tum be related to plate tectonics and the particular disposition
of continents and oceans. One of the features of some of
these phosphogenic episodes is that they bracket major
geological boundaries, including the Precambrian-Cambrian
boundary which was a time of very major faunal changes,
most notably the change from a predominance of soft-bodied
organisms to domination of organisms with bard
exoskeletons, including phosphatic exoskeletons. It is
therefore reasonable to speculate that episodic abundances of
phosphate in the world occur in parts of the world ocean may
have been a trigger for the faunal changes evident at some of
the period boundaries including the Precambrian-Cambrian
boundary.
Peter J. Cook, Director,
British Geological Survey,
Keyworth,
Notts. NG12 9GG.

D. A. Ratcliffe.
34 Thornton Close,
Girton,
Cambridge. CB3 ONG.
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RADON IN SOME EAST MIDLANDS
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
D.S. Sutherland
Summary of a lecture delivered to a joint meeting of the Society and the Geology Section on
March 2nd, 1992.

Radon bas made headline news in parts of the Midlands. What is it, and where is it coming from? Radon is a naturally
occurring, chemically inert but radioactive gas which comes up from the ground, normally in very small quantities, and
disperses in the atmosphere. In recent years it bas been recognised as a health hazard in some areas where it collects in
buildings. In Devon and Cornwall (where the granites and associated mineral veins contain uranium) the incidence of radon
is high (National Radiological Protection Board: NRPB, 1990). and an estimated 60,000 homes, as well as buildings such as
schools, require remedial work to reduce it.
Random tests of homes across the country have led,
surprisingly, to the discovery of radon in the Midlands,
alerting environmental health officers - and geologists - to the
need for further investigation. Leicester University became
interested in 1988 with the report that three homes near
Wellingborough in Northamptonshire bad been found to have
radon levels of over 200 becquerels per cubic metre of air:
The national average is 20 bq/ot'. (The unit of measurement,
the becquerel, represents one radioactive decay per second).
No granite is known beneath Northamptonshire: the county's
rocks are sedimentary clays, ironstones, sandstones and
limestones, all of Jurassic age, partly overlain by glacial
(Pleistocene) boulder clay (Sylvester-Bradley and Ford 1968:
see Fig. 3). A pilot study supported by Wellingborough
Borough Council in 1989 developed into to a research
programme, with funding for a research student contributed
by all the local authorities in Northamptonshire and the
County Council.
This research, still in progress, is
concerned primarily with the source and distribution of radon
in Northamptonshire, but its relevance extends, with the
geology, into adjacent counties in central and eastern
England.

Radon is produced by the radioactive decay of either uranium
(mainly U-238) or thorium (Th-232), elements which are
atomically unstable and which in a chain of spontaneous
disintegration produce radium, the immediate parent of radon
(Fig 1). From U-238 is derived radon (Rn-222) with a
half-life of 3.85 days; the isotope known as thoron (Rn-220).
derived from thorium, bas a half-life of less than a minute.
Both give rise to successive daughter elements and finally to
a stable isotope of lead. Uranium and thorium can be
concentrated in certain minerals and rocks, but some of the
radon produced by their atomic decay escapes, to migrate
through the rock and soil into the atmosphere. If it rises into
houses, through floorboards or through cracks in solid floors
(by skirtings and service pipes, for example), or up cavity
walls, radon and its radioactive products may accumulate in
the air indoors.
The chief risk to health is the radiation which is emitted
during the successive atomic transformations: alpha radiation
(comprising positively charged helium ions) is particularly
damaging, and may eventually cause lung cancer. or other
cancers such as leukaemia (which was the cause of Marie
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Curie's death). Alpha radiation is the means by which radon
can be detected and measured, for example in houses. It
produces minute tracks on the surface of a certain type of
plastics which can be revealed by processing, and then
counted.

ooids of iron silicate (berthierine) that formed on the Jurassic
sea floor, with the carbonate (siderite). The rock is
originally greenish grey, but weathers readily to rusty ochre
(limonite), with prominent box-like seams of tough brown
limonite. Its porosity gives it potential as a reservoir for
radon; divided by open joints, and often seen fissured by
frost action, it is highly permeable. All these characteristics
allow the gas to pass freely through the rock.

The research in Northamptonshire began with the need to
establish whether the houses with elevated radon were
overlying a particular rock type. The first three homes were
found all to lie on the Northampton Sand. Although
subsequently some 2,500 homes have been tested in
Northamptonshire, results are confidential to the
householders. not all of whom realise that they can help
research by passing on the information; nevertheless, over
500 results available to us by 1991 confirmed that radon was
associated with houses on the Northampton Sand, and
apparently in some instances on the overlying Lower
Estuarine Series (Grantham Formation).

In the Northampton area, _the Northampton Sand includes
thick sandstones (up to 18 m) above the ironstone, but fewer
houses are affected by radon; the gas is associated more with
the ironstone division (Fig. 3). At the base of the ironstone
is a bed, 0.3 m thick, containing abundant pebbles of
phosphatic material (francolite); the pebbles are up to 100
mm in diameter, some of them black and shiny, some pale
brown to white, and with borings by contemporary Jurassic
molluscs (Fig. 4). Both the ironstone and the phosphate
pebbles are unusual chemical rocks, but uranium, which is
present in small amounts in sea water, can be relatively
concentrated in phosphatic sediments. Chemical analysis at
Leicester (Sutherland 1991) has confirmed the presence of
uranium (up to 55 ppm) in the phosphate nodules, and
thorium (up to 45 ppm) in the ironstone. New road cuts
permitted sampling of the basal layer (courtesy of Messrs.

Not all houses on these rocks have high radon: just over 25 %
of those on the Northampton Sand, and 16% on the Lower
Estuarine Series are affected (Fig. 2).
the Northampton Sand is partly sandstone, but the lower
division is an ironstone; it is composed of minute spherical

NOqTHAMPTON

W

WELLINGBOROUGH
E

NW

SE

bC

Fig 3. Sketch sections (not to scale) illustrating the Geology or Northampton and Wellingborough. Note the
variable nature and thickn~ or the Northampton Sand.
Jurassic rocks: 1. Upper Lias; 2. Northampton Sand Ironstone; 3. Northampton Sand Variable Beds: a. Lower and
Upper Estuarine Series: S. Blisworth (Great Oolite) Limestone: Pleistocene: be, boulder clay.
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Fig 4. Phosphatic nodules
from the base of the
Northampton Sand. Note
borings on some of them.
(On left is a Terebratula
sp.)
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Balfour Beatty, Galliford, Tarmac and their engineers), and
a measured volume from which nodules were extracted gave
a figure of 11.S kg of nodules per square metre, equivalent
to 0.23 g uranium, based on an average of 20 ppm. The
nodules are therefore likely to be the main source of radon in
this rock. However, radium may yet be present in the
weathered ironstones, if uranium was ever there, and that.
too, would give radon. Thoran will be produced by the
thorium in the ironstone but, being short-lived, it would have
to move fast to get up into a house.

/1

Radon in soil-gas

Bq/1
25

LLC

MRB

20

Leicester research student, Glenn Sharman, is looking into
the distribution of radon in the soil over different rock types,
using various instrumental techniques.
A gamma-ray
spectrometer can be taken into the field to measure uranium
and thorium. For radon, an emanometer, or 'sniffer' is used,
an instrument recommended by the British Geological
Survey. A probe is driven into the ground for more than 0.5
m, and soil-gas pumped up to a Lucas cell lined with
activated zinc sulphide, which scintillates with the impact of
alpha particles emitted by the decaying radon and thoron.
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Figure S. Mean soil-gas radon values for successive
sedimentary rocks in Northamptonshire. LLC, Lower Lias
clay; l\U.., Middle Lias silt and clay and, MRB. Middle
Lias Marlstone Rock Bed; ULC, Upper Lias clay: NS.
Northampton Sand; LES, Lower Estuarine Series: LL,
Lincolnshire Limestone: UKS, Upper Estuarine Series
and, UEL, Upper Estuarine Limestone; BLL, Blisworth
Limestone; BLC, Blisworth Clay; CB, Combrash; KW.
Kellaways Beds: OC. Oxford Clay. BC. Boulder Clay;
BLL, overlying Blisworth Limestone. and NS, overlying
Northampton Sand.
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2. Chimney

3. Sealed
double glazing
4. Extension

1. Heating

2%

>200 Bq/m3

Clay
Fig 6. A typical house on the Northampton

Sanm ironstone, with potential for radon indoors.
factors, it is not surprising that correlation is poor. NRPB
suggest that 1 to 2 per cent soil gas comes up into a house:
then between 10 and 20 Bq/1 radon in the soil could give 200
Bq/m3 indoors. A typical house at risk is shown in Figure 6.

Amplified the signal can be counted digitally over three
minutes, and radon and thoron computed separately, as
becquerels per litre. Readings are subject to enormous
variation related to weather conditions. They differ on
successive days with temperature, wind, and whether or not
it has rained (Ball et al. 1991); the technique is to take a
great many readings. They vary with the seasons. and are
higher in summer than in winter: monitoring of a site on
Northampton Sand over 12 months has established a seasonal
correction. Even across a few metres, readings vary, but
high spots and lows tend to be repeatable (Sharman 1991).
(If radon were visible, like smoke, it would be seen coming
out of the ground in little wisps, or locally, more persistent
plumes.)

The Northampton Sand and the Marlstone Rock Bed are
widespread, not only in Northamptonshire where 150 villages
and towns are built partly or wholly on these rocks (Fig. 7);
they extend into Oxfordshire, through eastern Leicestershire
and Lincolnshire to the Humber, and similar rocks reappear
in Yorkshire. It is important for homes on these outcrops to
be tested. Only a proportion of them may be affected but
note that an initial survey of only six homes in Kettering did
not identify the radon problem that has subsequently been
recognised.
The Lower Lias, which has given high
summertime soil-gas readings, evidently contains radon and
might affect houses if, underneath them, it is permeable: it
has an extensive outcrop in the Midlands, including parts of
Leicester city.

Despite these variations, there is a remarkable link between
mean soil-gas radon values and the underlying rock.
(Sharman 1991; Fig. S). The Northampton Sand gives higher
radon than any of the overlying strata in the area, or the
underlying Upper Lias clay (and none of these is known to
give elevated indoor radon). Soil-gas measurements,
however, also indicate the presence of radon in the Marlstone
Rock Bed (Middle Lias), another ironstone, also with
phosphate nodules. The Lower Lias, too, gave high readings
in summer 1991; recently much lower winter readings
suggest the seasonal variation on these clays is very great.
So far there are few indoor values known on Middle or
Lower Lias.

Below the Lias, the familiar red rocks of the Triassic occur
in and around Leicestershire. A study of homes on the
Sherwood Sanmtone and on the Mercia Mudstone in the
Nottingham area has found little radon on either rock type
(Waltham 1991).
Another part of the Midlands where radon has been
recognised. however, is Derbyshire; in parts of the county
a significant number of homes are above the Action Level of
200 Bq/m3, and the British Geological Surves have found
radon to be associated with Carboniferous reef limestones,
particularly where they are overlain by uraniferous Namurian
shale (Ball et al., in press).

Indoors, radon values measured in houses are much higher in
winter when heating is on and windows generally closed, than
in summer (Miles and Algar, 1988). NRPB expose a
detector over a period of 3 months, and make a seasonal
correction. It would be useful to be able to predict indoor
values from outdoor measurements.
However, when
variation in house construction is added to the outdoor

There is a long way to go before the real distribution of the
radon ha7.ard in Britain is established; whilst random indoor
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Fig 7.
Map showing the outcrop distribution or
Northampton Sand and the Marlstone Rock in
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tests can identify a problem, and, bearing in mind
confidentiality, indicate the location, it is ultimately geology
that can explain it, and point to its probable extent.
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ANNUAL REPORT AND PROGRAMME FOR THE 150th
SESSION 1991-1992
PRESIDENT'S REPORT

PROGRAMME FOR THE 1991-2 SESSION

It is customary for the retiring President to thank a number
of people for their sustaining assistance during bis or her
term of office. Because I was away from the City for five of
this session's meetings, my thanks are more heart-felt than
usual. The officers and members of Council ensured tne
smooth running of the society during my absence. I must
especially thank the Vice-Presidents for so efficiently chairing
those meetings I was unable to attend.

October 7th 1991: WHY OPERA MATTERS.
Presidential Address by Dr-John Florance.
October 21st:
NINETEENTH CENTURY POPULAR
THEATRE
by John Pick, sometime Gresham Professor of Rhetoric and
Professor of Arts Management at The City University,
London.
November 4th: WAR'S EMBERS: EFFECTS OF THE
FIRST WORLD WAR IN LEICESTERSHIRE
by Richard Gill, author of the •Book of Leicester•.
November 18th: AM I STILL TOO LOUD? PITFALLS OF
AN ACCOMPANIST
lecture recital by Sue and Martin Bates,
December 2nd:
GAS YESTERDAY, TODAY AND
TOMORROW
by Ormond K. Smith, Public Relations Officer for British
Gas, East Midlands.
January 6th 1992: SIMON DE MONTFORT, EARL OF
LEICESTER, AND THE IMAGE OF 13th CENTURY
CHIVALRY
by Dr David Williams, Department of History, University of
Leicester.
January 20th: DYLAN THOMAS REMEMBERED.
by Aeronwy Thomas Ellis. (University Bookshop Lecture).
February 3rd:
THE SOURCE OF THE YANGTZE:
ADVENTURE WITH A PURPOSE
by Dr M.O.W. Richardson, Senior Lecturer, IPTME,
Loughborough University of Technology.
February 17th: BRITISH WILDLIFE: THE EUROPEAN
PERSPECTIVE
by Dr Derek Ratcliffe, Nature Conservancy Council (joint
meeting with the Natural History Section).
March 2nd: RADON IN MIDLANDS SEDIMENTARY
ROCKS: SOME OF ITS PROBLEMS
by Dr Diana Sutherland, Honorary Research Fellow,
University of Leicester (joint meeting with the Geology
Section).
Maren 16th: SLEUTHING WITH SCIENCE
by Professor Ray Williams, formerly director of the
Metropolitan Police Laboratory. (Royal Society of Chemistry
Lecture).
April 27th: A.G.M. followed by a musical entertainment by
the principals of the Ashleyan Opera.

It may come as a surprise to some members that the Society
does not run itself, so permanent a piece of the Leicester
scene it has become; it only continues to exist because of the
conscientious work quietly carried out by several people. For
many years Mr Goodwin has meticulously looked after our
financial affairs - not a penny seems to escape bis notice. As
someone who finds numbers as much a mystery as quantum
mechanics, my admiration for him is unbounded.
Our Honorary Secretary, Miss Staples, deals as meticulously
with our correspondence and keeps the Council's minutes in
apple-pie order. I'm amaz.ed at bow interesting she makes
Council meetings.
Trevor Ford, in bis capacity as Transactions Editor, coaxes
contributions out of speakers in an admirably tactful fashion.
I know this at first band! The Transactions themselves are
splendid records of our excellent meetings.
Mrs Walker-Palin bas been our Membership Secretary for
several years. She bas done sterling work over the years and
we wish Mrs Silver well in taking over the task.
Neither must I omit to thank those heroic individuals who
volunteer to make the coffee and to wash up afterwards. The
social element of our meetings is just as Important as the
lectures themselves.
Thinking back over this session, I feel we have bad a greater
number than usual of informative, lively and quirky lectures.
I'm afraid I missed Dr Richardson on the Yangtze expedition
but from what people have told me it was a wonderful
evening. I personally enjoyed Professor Pick on 19th century
popular theatre and Professor Williams on Forensic Science;
I knew nothing of this subject and be made it comprehensible
and fascinating. So long as we attract speakers of this calibre
I don't think we'll go far wrong.

REPORT OF THE
1991-1992

Hilary and Geoff Lewis are charged with •attracting•
speakers and they have come up with a splendid programme
for next session. Thanks are due to them for all their work
in that direction and for looking after our speakers so amiably
when they arrive. The Programme Secretary is the bed-rock
of the Society: without him or her the whole structure
collapses.

GEOLOGY

Officers and Committee
President; Dr R.J .King
Cnairman: Mr Colin Green
Vice-Chairman: Dr R.J. Clements
Secretary: Mrs E. Bellamy
Assistant Secretary: Miss K. Pontin
Treasurer: Mr D. Laz.enbury
Field Secretary: Mr Alan Dawn
Committee Members: Mr JoAn Colby
Mr John Martin
Dr Trevor Ford
Mr Graham Stocks
Mr Kingsley Lloyd

It remains for me to pass on the Presidential badge to
Maurice Bailey and to thank him for auditing the accounts for
many years. I know the Society is in safe hands and I'm
sure I speak for all of us when I wish him success in bis year
of office.
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A bi-annual news magazine CHARNIA. was instituted with
John Colby as editor.

D.V. Course (elected March 1991)
A. Fletcher (elected March 1991)
Mrs. A. Gregory,
Mrs. B. Haclcney,
Mrs. P.M. Heighway (elected March 1991),
K.D. Smithson (elected March 1991)

SUMMER EXGURSIONS
April 20th 1991: Croft Quarry.
May 18th: Bardon Hill Quarry.
June 1st: Oxford Clay pits, Peterborough.
July 20th: Judkins Quarry, Nuneaton.
August 10th: Little Paxton Gravel Pit, near Cambridge.

WINTER PROGRAMME FOR 1991
January 2nd: Members' Slide evening and Book Sale
January 16th:
CONSERVING BRITAIN'S RAREST
MOTHS
by Dr Paul Waring.
January 30th: SEALS IN BRITAIN
by Sheila Anderson.
February 13th: FRENCH NATURAL HISTORY
by Derek Lott.
February 18th: INSECTS FOR LUNCH
by Dick Vane-Wright (Joint meeting with Parent Society)
February 27th: THIRTY YEARS ON
by Ian Evans.
March 13th: THE FLORA OF THE DARK PEAK
by Dr John Rose.
March 27th: A.G.M., Quiz and Social Evening.

WINTER PROGRAMME
October 9th. 1991: AROUND THE WORLD IN SO
YEARS: REFLECTIONS OF A PERIPATETIC
GEOLOGIST
by Dr J.H.McD.Whitaker, former Senior Lecturer,
University of Leicester
October 23rd: WELL, I'LL BE DAM-MED
by David Wheeler, engineer, Severn Trent Water
November 6th: STONE, STONES AND STONE-LIKE
by Ian Sims, Consultant Engineering Geologist.
November 13th: INSTRUMENTAL MICRO-ANALYSIS,
by Alec Livingstone (joint meeting with The Russell Society)
November 20th: A GEOLOGICAL TOUR OF PERU,
by Peter Regan, lecturer at Derbyshire College, Derby.
December 4th: Christmas Social.
January 15th 1992: FOSSIL AND METEORITE HUNTING
IN GERMANY,
by Michael Taylor, Leicestershire Museums.
January 29th:
THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE
MAMMOTH,
by Adrian Lister, University of Cambridge.
Februay 12th: ANCIENT MINING IN TURKEY, ISRAEL
AND INDIA,
by Dr Lynn Willies, Peak District Mining Museum, Matlock.
February 12th: Members' Evening.
March 2nd: RADON IN MIDLANDS SEDIMENTARY
ROCKS
by Dr Diana Sutherland, University of Leicester (Joint
meeting with Parent Society).
March 11th: MINERALS OF THE CALDBECK FELLS,
by Dr R.J. King, John Moore Museum, Tewkesbury.
March 14th: THE DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS,
by Michael Taylor and Arthur Cruickshank.
Saturday School at Vaughan College.
March 25th: A.G.M. and Chairman's Address on THE
GEOLOGY OF H2o, by Colin Green.

October 16th: Members' Exhibition Evening.
October 30th. LEICESTERSHIRE BARN OWL PROJECT
by John King.
November 13th: A BEWILDERMENT OF REPTILES
by Adam Wright.
November 22nd: LICHENS OF THE RELICT PINE
FORESTS OF CALEDONIA
by Dr Brian Coppins (19th Sowter Memorial Lecture)
December llth: Members' Slide Evening.

SUMMER EXCURSIONS 1991
April 27th: Burleigh and Holywell Woods, leader Richard
Smith.
May 11th: Owston Woods; leader Michael Jeeves.
May 25th: Stathem Pastures, leader Pat Evans.
May 29th: Swithland Woods - woodcock roding, leader Dr
D. MacNeil.
June 8th: Misterton Marches, leader Steve Grover.
June 22nd: Rutland Verges and Kelton Grange, leader Don
Tomlinson.
June 26th: Midsummer Bat Count, leader Jan Dawson.
July 6th: Ulverscroft Valley area Meadows, leader Peter
Gamble.
July 20th: Narborough Bog - moth trapping, leader Harry
Ball.
August 4th: The Dark Peak, leader Dr John Rose,
August 17th: Grantham Canal at Plungar, leader Jan
Dawson.
August 31st: Sheet Hedges Wood and Groby, leader Edith
Hesselgreaves.
September 14th: Martinshaw Wood gall meeting, leader Les
Jones.
September 29th:
Skegness Seal Sanctuary and Gibraltar
Point Field Station, leaders Sanctuary Staff.
October 12th: Billesdon Coplow and Botany Bay fungus
foray, leader Dr Tony Fletcher.

REPORT OF THE NATURAL IDSTORY SECTION
FOR 1991
Officers and Committee
President: Miss J.E. Dawson,
Chairman: Mrs M.E. Barron,
Vice-Chairman: E.J.W. Venable,
Hon. Treasurer: Miss E.I. Clay (retired March 1991)
Miss R.M. Ewen (elected March 1991)
Hon. Secretary: Mrs E.C. Loosmore,
Hon. Assistsant Secretary: Mrs D. Thompson,
Hon. Programme Secretary: Miss J.E.Dawson,
Hon. Editor: Mrs D. Thompson,
Committee Members: M.E. Broughton,
Mrs J. Coope,
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LES 600
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1957 McLaugblan, Mn P.M., c/o 166 Evington Lane, LES 600
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1984
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1982
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Loughborough LE12 BAD
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